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Abstract  
In this paper, a model i s  developed to investigate the Yano"ng brhwlor of hard targets embedded Inside a 
foreit canopy, at high frequencies. Ware penetration through and restterlng from a f o r d  canopy i s  cdculafed. 
using I coherent acsnering model which makes use 01 re ah ti^ err IPUIIYI~I 131. Physical optics (PO) 
approximation is used to estimate the rguivdent current on an eleetrlcaUy largo, p l r l c l l y  electric conductin8 
(PEC) object, Ilx'ated above a ground plane and under I r e  canopy. In thir model, rceipracily theorem i s  uxd  
elfectirely in order to derive the baebeaftsring from the target ahow the grovnd plant and d m  to ~alCuI.te the 
interaction ofthe target %mered sold with the foliage. 

1 Introduction 
Detection and identification of hard targets inside vegetation canopies have long been challenging 
problems. To develop an effective method to detect foliage camouflaged targets using radars. the 
phenomenology of electromagnetic wave interaction with foliage and the target, embedded in 
forest canopies must be thoroughly understood. Electromagnetic (EM) scanering from vegetation 
canopies can be simplified to fmding scattering from individual dielectric cylinders and thin 
dielectric disks, arranged in a semi-deterministic fashion, and their interaction with half space 
dielectric representing the ground. Dielectric cylinders are used to model needles, branches and 
trunks, and thin dielechic disks are used to model the broad leaves. The formulations for 
calculating scattering and anmuation caused by vegetation panicles are derived analytically, 
using high- and low-frequency techniques [I]. To estimate the scattering propelties from a target 
inside a canopy, fields' behavior should be predicted in a very accurate fashion which should 
include the interaction of scattered fields from vegetation with the target and vice versa. This is in 
addition to the direct scattering from the target for a mean field illumination that gets through the 
vegetation layer. Most existing models veal foliage by an absorbing layer above the tar@ But 
for more precise prediction of the fields' behavior, EM wave propagation thraugh a forest canopy 
must be ueated by realistic models for trees, such as fractal-based models (Lindenmayer 
systems), and field computation must be camed out coherently, using single scanering or 
multiple scattering models. Such a model is implemented in [Z], where the scattering from each 
tree component, when illuminated by the mean field, is calculated and the total scattering is 
expressed as the coherent summation of all the scattering eonuibutions. The mean field, 
formulated by the aid of Foldy's approximation, accounts for the phase change as well as 
extinction due to the scattering and absorption of the tree panicles. However, in this modcl the 
observation point is in the far-field, outside the forest. Recently, a more advance model was 
proposed [3], in which the Observation point can be placed inside the forest, possibly in the near 
field of some scatterers. Scattering formulations for individual scatterers were modified to be 
uniformly valid from near-field to far-field regions. In general, a hard target has a very complex 
geameoy and material property. Scattering from these electrically large objects may be ueated by 
PO approximation in order to achieve some level of accuracy and maintain computational 
efficiency. At very low frequencies, scattering from the forest itself may be rather small, and 
scattering behavior from the hard target is not much different from that of the target without the 
forest. At high frequencies, however, the forest attenuates and distorts the incident wave phase 
front significantly. Therefore, in order to calculate the scattered field from the target embedded in 
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a highly scattering environment, an accurate hybrid method is required. As mentioned before, 
using the reciprocity theorem, the back scauered field, f" the induced currents an the target can 
be computed from the forward field calculation. Basically, the field component3 at a point on the 
target for elementary current elements at the hansmitter point are first computed to find the 
induced current on the target. Then, using reciprocity, the scattend field in the back scatter 
direction is calculated. This way interaction of vegetation and target as well as target and 
vegetation is taken into account. As such, multiple scattering between target and vegetation i s  
ignored. 

2 Formulation 
PO approximation is widely used to predict scantring from large scatlerers [4]. To heat an 
irregularly shaped abject with PO approximation, the object is first decomposed into many flat 
elementary patches, which have a simple geomehy such as rectangular or triangular. Then, using 
tangent plane approximation, the current on the lit region of the scatterer is approximated as [SI, 

where iandaa re  the incident electric and magnetic fields on the object, respectively, and i is a 
normal unit vector, as shown in Fig. I.  According to Fig. I., when an object i s  above the ground 
plane, the PO current should be estimated with two incident waves, directed and reflected waves 
from the ground plane. It is very difficult to consider the ground plane effect in an exact fashion. 
For simplicity, in this paper the four-ray geometric optics (GO) model i s  used, which is accurate 
if scatterers are located sufficiently high above the ground plane. The incident field on the target 
is  composed of the superposition of scattered fields from all tree constihxnts such as branches, 
rmnks, and leaves and each can be decomposed into a direct and a reflected field from the ground 
plane. The scattered field from the target for each incident field can be easily calculated using 
reciprocity. Since the system i s  linear, we can express the reciprocity theorem for two sew of 
sources and fields, denoted by 1 and 2, as [SI, 

- 411 rR S ? - F  
J ,  =-- ( R )P rk,rl e'"'" 

(3) 

I ,  = ( j d  + j L ,  + X ( J d  + 7, 
*<a,,*" - 

The point source J,. which i s  p@ed at the radar IocationFa, generates the horizontal or venical 
polarization of i ( h l O ) ,  and E, i s  a tofa1 summation of direct and reflected fields, including 
both the scatterings from all the nee components and the direct incident field (mean-field) 
indicated by the subscript direct. The electric currents of J ,  and ./,are generated by direct and 
reflected fields respectively. According to Fig. I ., for each wave, GO approximation is considered 
for determining the lit and shadow areas. The equivalent current J ,  i s  a surface cunent, 
estimated by (I). Therefore, the back-scattered field can be expressed 8s a ZD integral. 
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when p a n d  qare h o r v .  The minus sign is chosen when p i s  vertical polarization. 
Numerically, the surface integral of (4) is calculated by a summation of all the contributions of 
the elementary patches. Finally, the RCS can be calculated from, 

( 5 )  

0) J 
Grouad Plorrc 

Fiyre 1. Electric currents induced on the object due to the direct and reflected electric fields. 

3 Simulation 
To verify the procedure which uses the reciprocity theorem for calculation of back scattering, a 
simple example is considered where a 3A x 3A, PEC plate is horizontally placed Im above a 
lossy ground plane. For this simulation relative permittivity of the ground plane is set to 
&, = 5.6+i 0.8 and the frequency is chosen to be f = 2GHz. For calculating the integral in (4), 
the plate is meshed into 144 segments afAl4xA14square elementary patches. In this 
approximation, for each elementary patch, the electric field and the electric current are considered 
constant and equal to their values at the center point of that elementary patch. Fig. 2. shows the 
comparison between the exact PO calculation and approximation of (4), as a tinction of the 
incident angle. As can be seen, the procedure generates very accurate results with respect to exact 
PO calculation. For complete simulation, IO pine trees were randomly located around the plate, 
with density of .05 treesim'. Fig. 3. shows the plot of RCS of the plate inside the forest, as a 
function of azimuthal and elevation incident angles with spacing of 0.5'for each angle. As 
cxpected, more fluctuation is observed along the elevation angle than the azimuthal angle. Fig. 4. 
shows the current distribution on the plate for one realization of 0, = 37.5' and 6 = 177'. As can 
be seen, the electtic current is almost aligned in and .? directions far h- and v- polarization, 
respectively. 
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Figure 2. RCS o f  a f la t31  x 3 1  square, PEC plate, horizontally placed 1 m above a lossy half space, as a 
function of the incident anglee, for( = 0'. Cornpanson between the enact PO calculation and 
approximation of (4). far (a) ohh and @) ow. 

(a)  rb) 
Figure 3. Estimated RCS o f  a 3 1  x 3 1  flat PEC plate, over a lossy half space and below a forest canopy of 
pine @ees as a function of  elevation and azimuthal angles o f  Omd(, (a) abh and (b) c-. 


